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The Magician Ascension Fan created The Magician Sheets World was once a magical place. Creatures are now commonly regarded as a myth walked on the ground. Unicorns, manticores, harpies... And the Death Wizards had the right to shape the world on their own will, doing with it as
they were prepared. These days, magic is almost gone from the world. Modern Magi have nothing remotely close to power than their legendary predecessors commanded. They lost the fight against science, and it left them with almost nothing. They are still, however, trying to prevent the
world from stagnating completely. Trying to keep the dying magic alive against the crushing pressures of human apathy, the deadly grip of soulless technology and evil, using all sides in the war against each other to further their own goals. Or is it a lie? Science pulled humanity out of the
Middle Ages? Technology empowering people to achieve a better quality of life? Irrigation, medicine, sanitation, employment... The warring wizards of the old never provided these things to the people they pushed aside to harm their enemies. People deliberately ignored how deadly the
Unicorns were if you weren't a virgin. So, admittedly, in the last century went a little wrong. The modern world was overexcited and ran away with itself. But isn't it better to try to fix the damage from the inside than just go off the rails and blame the progress? You will find the rules for creating
the Tradition of Magicians. The craft of the Magi and orphans will be considered, but priority will be given to the tradition of character representation. Technocratic characters require you to talk to the Narrator in advance and agree on the concept, as well as proven reliability in the game of
magicians. By no means will either Nephandi or Marauders ever be approved as player characters, so please don't waste your presenting time either. Currently, the following groups are not accepted as player characters: Cult Ecstacy Orphans Verbena Main Sheet This does not mean as a
replacement for the main books, but a quick guide to get started. We strongly recommend, for the good of your game and less time, going over the basics that you take and READ Magician: Ascension (Revised Edition). If you're going to introduce Technocrat, you should have a guide to
technocracy too. They go to a much greater depth than we do here. Statistics We follow the basic rules of character creation outlined in Mag: Ascension Revised Edition, but we allow up to 30 freebie points. It looks like this: Concept of Character: Concept, Tradition/Convention,
Essence/Aidolono, Nature and Behavior Attributes: 7/5/3 Ability: 13/9/5 Backgrounds: 7 Beginning are set: 1 (Maximum 3) Beginning of Willpower: 5 No. 1 (Tradition/Convention Specialty) Essence/ Aid: Dynamic/Pattern/Primordial : 5 per point Ability: Point Sphere : 7 per point Background :



1 per point Arete : 4 per point Willpower : 1 per point (maximum willpower 8) Quintessence: 1 by 4 points (must have a prime 1 hold more than your Avatar rating) Guidelines and ideas Freebie Points: Starting characters can start with 15-30 Free points. You can take less, or start with fewer
spheres, according to the guidelines in Dedicated Art, if you want to play a very recently woke up/enlightened person. You can also have up to 7 free of flaws, but keep in mind that they are called flaws for a reason. Some drawbacks allow you to go beyond the usual 7-point limit. He will say
in the description that the flaw in the album it comes from whether or not that is the case. You will probably find that such flaws have been limited or banned for various reasons - check the listing to make sure. Attributes and Abilities: One or two attributes and abilities can get as high as 4,
which shows where the characters' main strengths can lie, but keep in mind during the creation of a character that to get a score of 4 in everything usually requires years of training or study. This will affect how much time you have to devote to other areas. It is very rare to have more than
one ability at 4, especially if your character is under the age of 25. If you have stats over 4 years old in these areas, be sure to choose a specialty. Your spheres should generally reflect your character's view of life and his closeness and interests. A magician with a love of the big air hardly
cuckies a chance to explore life or strength, and the chemist is not going to ignore the possibilities matter opens up for him. Character History Background and Character History is vital to keep in mind when creating your character. The dots are easy to quote in the TT game and when you
talk to ST, but these are only skeletal frames of the character. We recommend that players actually follow these basic guidelines before actually distributing points. This makes for a more well rounded character and helps the player develop rapport with character. A well-fleshed and planned
nature sheet will generate a more favorable view on the part of admin staff when it comes to more unique merits. One character-background sentence won't get you a cutting edge willworker under any circumstances, especially if you want the plots to be created from your character's story.
I warn you now that if I was a child abused, or I was raped appears somewhere in your character background without instilling me some compassion for your character, you will not get approval with that background. It's cheesy, and people often treat it as disposable which had little impact
other than to make them aggressive. Age - How old is your character? How old is your character's character? And? Lower Arete magicians will only have the potential to change this magickally to such an extent, but perhaps your character looks naturally younger than they are, or perhaps
even aged as a result of a traumatic awakening? Motives and Goals - What is the current reason for your character's existence? Does the character have any plans or driving ambitions in his new existence? Have they changed after waking up? And what about the previous goals - have
they changed? Deadly Family Life - What was your character's childhood and family life like? When/where did he grow up and how did the character live before he was awakened? Education, learning and anything that would affect his/her awakening in a particular tradition, convention or
whatever you have. It's rare to see someone wake up before they reach puberty, so what happened 12-13 years before? Awakening - How did your character wake up? Was it sudden and traumatic, quiet and almost inevitable? Did they come out of it better than the man, or much worse?
Keep in mind that too many people find waking up something of a shock to say the least. The world around them suddenly opens to them in a way they could never have imagined. Some are better prepared than others. Life After Awakening - Is your character trying to lead a normal life or
has he been groomed from the beginning to be the magician he/she is today? What does he/she do as a job, if any? Where do they live, how do they maintain their way of life, whatever it is? Do they still have family and friends or have they lost everything? Met Mages - When did your
character first meet other magicians, and how did they do it? After all, they are not the most open people walking on this earth. Were they looking for potential mentors, they ever met any that they know you will end up an orphan in these times with a few masters and powerful adepts. Are
you the only member of the tradition you know about, or did you grow up in magic surrounded by others? Have you met them before or after you woke up? Other information - everything else. Don't feel limited by the ideas above. The Tradition of The Nine Council You Must Own the
Magician's Core Rule Book to Play Tradition Is a Magician. Tradition book optional, but preferable. Akasic Brotherhood: Primary sphere and reason. Historically originally from Asia, it is a philosophical martial artist, monks and wanderers, among others. From these roots came the Akash
Brotherhood. By honing the body, the Brethren make a temple for the mind; with an exquisite mind comes the understanding of the spirit. The Brotherhood uses simple tools - exercise, meditation, practice and study - to refine the common man's brother's knowledge. Heavenly Choir: Primary
Sphere and Prime. These guys are looking to renew their faith in One....Defining that something is a bone of contention, but the goal is the same, world in general and perfect form with their dogmatic faith. Heavenly Harmony through song. In general, their faith is closer to the Catholic faith,
but there are those who believe in a more Islamic, Jewish or Anglican approach. There are even some pagan religions represented. They are rare, and will probably be frowned upon by most of this tradition, but the belief in Odin, however, they consider it, unites them all in this tradition. Cult
of Ecstasy: Primary sphere and time. These guys have to find a mental state that goes beyond the physical world. This may sound like Akashic's goal until you understand how they plan to do it. In stark contrast to the disciplined regime of the Akasic Brotherhood, cultists support the use of
drugs, music and sex to achieve an intense hurry that then rises into a modified state. It doesn't have to be pleasant, but most prefer it that way. They are not a structured tradition, but are easy among the most sociable and tend to attract more new magicians than any other tradition.
Dreamspeakers: Primary sphere and spirit. They are among the oldest orders, and are generally misunderstood as shamans and medics. In fairness, many of them, but they don't have to be Native Americans, Aboriginal or Hindu. Each culture has people who can speak to spirits in one way
or another, but the aforementioned groups tend to get more press in movies and books. It is, however, a very solitary tradition that rarely gathers. They have a common goal in trying to lower the strengthening glove, but by and large it is a personal path that they walk. Euthanatos: Primary
sphere and entropy. Eutanatoi don't like everywhere. This is due to their concern for death and has its roots in the sects of Indian, Greek and Arab culture. They know death nearly, and are considered much to be the opposite side of the same coin to Verbena. They believe that death is not
the end, although it is the end. Like many traditions, they believe in the reincarnation of the Avatar, and therefore they are not too worried about death. They just want to make sure that the cycle of life and death was present and the wheel kept turning. If it means helping others from this
world when their time comes, then it is just as it should be, the Good Death is carefully managed. This order is frowned upon to prolong your life for what should be. Order of Hermes: Primary sphere and strength. This order is responsible for some of the greatest contributions to tradition ...
and some of its greatest flaws. They have roots in ancient Egypt, and have reached heights that most traditions would have done anything to achieve....but that time has passed. Their chantries are largely wiped out, their numbers dwindling, and most of their masters are trapped by so than
other traditions. They desire perfection, and by exploring the various aspects of the Word, the divine imperative in every Hermetics, the magician hopes to transcend humanity to become cosmically divine. Sons of ether: Primary sphere and matter. These Technomancers reject the theory of
technocrats that suggest that the universe can be codified and catalogued, bagged, labeled and classified. They recognize that the universe cannot be quantified, but that does not mean that it cannot provide inspiration for personal discoveries. Their way of choosing science and they love
nothing more to re-create more original magic in their unique images, and innovate brand new gizmos, gadgets and machines. This aside, they are also prominent explorers of other worlds, spaces, oceans and umbra. They do, however, have something of a reputation for instability and
earn the wrong Mad Scientists. Their information about technocracy proved invaluable to Tradition. Verbena: Primary sphere and life. Possibly the oldest of the traditions. These original magicians claim that the pedigree dates from Lilith. They are witches and druids of legend. As such, they
tend to group in coven and can cover entire families. Wisdom and age mean a lot to these practitioners of the magic of life. They are the caretakers not only of the natural world, but also of mythical threads, but their path is not easy. They believe in life but don't think they're a bunch of trees
hugging hippies.... Not content with just curl up and die in this modern, urban jungle, they protect what's left of nature, and take advantage of N.W.O's attempts to undermine their magic by encouraging faith in crystal magic, herbalism, aromatherapy and other occult/pagan relationships. It is
not perfect, but allows them to gain a foothold in an increasingly apathetic world. Virtual adherents: Primary sphere and correspondence. This is a very innovative tradition. They believe that information is the key to success and power, and few other magicians will disagree. The difference is
that where others can look at divination in tarot, wounds, conversations with spirits or quests in umbra, these magicians have created a niche in the World Wide Web. They excel in all things computerized and adapt and focus their magic for information gathering, hacking, system design and
web research. They are unfortunately a chaotic lot... with a small real structure. They are not organized in the same respect as other traditions, recognizing each other as elite ... not race, religion, skin color or even physical condition. Get yourself a domain and head there. Allied Traditions -
Hollow Ones: Primary Sphere - No. Basic crafts that are not part of tradition, but they are allies them in these days of static reality. They gather in cliques and draw their influence from a variety of sources - romantic and metaphysical poets, Victorian spiritualists, 1920s flappers and modern
Gothic culture. As a result of this combination of influences, this is reflected in all aspects of their lives, trying to avoid the decline of cities and modern life during a more civilized time. This includes their magicks as well. There is no real hierarchy, just fiercely guarded clicks that can quite
often compete with other clicks. There are advantages associated with none of the traditions, but it has its drawbacks too. They don't have a specialty sphere, and they are viewed with skepticism by most traditions, making it hard to get any help from them in learning new magic and the like.
Not that they'll ever admit to needing or wanting to help... Conventions technocratic union You must own the Magician Basic Rules book and guide to technocracy to play a technocrat. Convention Book optional, but preferable. N.B.: The primary areas of the Convention depend on
methodology. Iteration X: Primary Sphere - Life, Entropy/Time, or Power/Mother. Iteration X is a confused, frightened confusion. Without the central computer that has been guiding them (some say controlling them) for a hundred years, some of the more experienced members have grown
dazed and disoriented, lost in a world without a voice in their minds. New members join in who despise the very notion of grafting cybernetics into their bodies for no reasonable reason. They have become disjointed - the machine breaks down and allows humanity to gain a foothold, and
other conventions are worried - worried that this could be the beginning of the end for the Union, and are concerned that this change in iteration X has come too late to save them. To play the iterator who joined the Convention until January 1999, you must spend 3 of your background points
on DEI. To play an iterator who joined between January 1999 and September 2000, you must spend 5 points on Anode DEI instead. For Iterator, who has joined since September 2000, you can buy an Anode DEI, or not have it at all. While the central computer had control, DEI were
installed for each recruit. Now that this is no longer the case, it's not quite the way people are starting to wonder why they've been copying half their brains and replacing them with computers... Especially with new research by BioMechanics that shows alarming hints that the replaced parts
of the brain were responsible for ... New World Order: Primary Sphere - Mind, Mind/Forces or Power/Mother. Here are the people who have control over what virtual Adepts just play with - Info. They find it, they teach it, they it, or they remove it, depending on what it is and how deadly it can
be. This Convention is a mixed package - journalists, teachers, librarians, administrators, psychiatrists, spies, inventors, photographers... Tradition is convenient to forget that it takes passion to do this job. It takes hope for the future to be able to educate children. It takes loyalty and faith to
put his life on the line and spy on the enemy. It takes courage and courage to explore the most terrible depths that the World of Darkness has to offer, simply to tell the world what is happening. And it takes courage to do it all when no one seems to care in any way anymore. Progenitors:
Primary Sphere - Life, Life/Entropy, or Life/Mind. Researchers, doctors, scientists, teachers. The forefathers of it all. With the loss of many of their Nearspace Labs, research into non-essential things in life was drastically cut back. The Convention, as it does today on Earth, devotes all its
time and energy to the treatment of cancer, AIDS, Ebola, meningitis and other conditions that have plagued humanity for too long. Cloning has been introduced into the Consensus, but the Luddites still exist, so, for now, and to the wrath of the progenitors, a child who needs a new heart still
has to wait for another child to die ... Some progenitors have taken their research to the media, aversion to such barbaric opinions, and campaigns daily to lift the ban on cloning human parts. Some others went to universities, teaching new generations of biologists and geneticists. Some go
through hell on the front line, working day in and day out in Mundane hospitals, saving as many lives as they can. But that's not enough. People are still dying, and grandparents are still being forced to prevent it. Syndicate: Primary Sphere - Correspondence/Mind, Forces/Mind,
Entropy/Mind, Mind/Life, or Measurable Science/Life. The money. It corrupts even the purest hearts. Some in the Syndicate know that. Some rely on it. And some of them have been victims of it. If any one Convention could be least affected by the reckoning, why, say, some of them should
it be this one? Of course, there are people in the Syndicate who have noble motives. Somewhere out there. And there are people who understand that money is just a tool - a method of getting what you need, not what you want. But the higher the scale you go, the more greedy you get, it
seems. Some of the new recruits are looking for the Convention, and they don't like what they see. Fat, corporate cats who grew up loving their own bank balances so much that they couldn't care less about poverty or homeless people or anyone without two pounds of rub coins together.
The younger ones understand the danger - money for the masses. If the masses do not have money, it will no longer matter... Void Engineers: Primary Sphere - Dimensional Science, Correspondence /Forces, Correspondence / Science / Time. Void Engineers Are Diverse Cut off from their
Deep Space fleets stranded on Earth, more than a handful went just a little around the bend. Engineers who have always been Earthy, however, have fared very well for themselves. The Border Defense Corps have found life much easier now that the glove is tougher. Less Nephandi or
Marauders seep through the cracks. The research corps is happy wherever they are, whether deep in the oceans, trawling polar ice caps, plunging into the heart of the jungle, digging up ancient temples, or discovering the last two-to-one offering at McDonald's. The in-department is still
happily churning out gadgets for all conventions. The whole life is almost normal. Well, as usual as Void Engineers get. From time to time, however, they just can't resist getting into those orange jumpsuits and scaring the will from everyone else. Backgrounds are a major part of your
character. You start with seven points and they represent things that are an integral part of your character as well as many of your external connections. Some are restricted or banned, often because of the rarity or nature of online gaming. All preconditions must be justified, but limited
require a better justification than most. Some backgrounds are adversarial, although most of them are profitable. Confronting backgrounds are essentially flaws that have ratings on a 5-point scale, and are directly against a particular advantageous background. They are considered flaws for
the purposes of freebie distribution points (i.e., you can have 4 flaws and 3 adversarial backgrounds, and get 7 flawed points) backgrounds after form Name/Name backgrounds with different names among the tradition of magicians and technocrats, tradition name first, then technocratic
name. Differences are noted in the summary. Title Type Book Restrictions Summary Allies Favorable Magician Revised Permitted Assistants and Friends Alternative Identity Profitable Bitter Road Limited You have a fully documented alter ego Pupil Confrontation Guide to Tradition Limited
You Have a Student To Deal with Arcane/Cloaking Beneficial Mag Revised Limited Mystical Ability to Go About unnoticed. Maximum Rating 2 Avatar/Genius Favorable Mag Revised Allowed Strength your Mystical Soul Back up a profitable guide for technocrats Technocracy Only when
things go wrong, you can call for help with the Blacklist of the Controversial Guide to Tradition Allowed You have restrictions on your behavior based on what you have done in the past Blessing Beneficial Guide to The Tradition Limited Miracle That Is Part of Your Body. Certification
Profitable Bitter Road Allowed you have a license to do what most people are not allowed to do Chantry / Building A Profitable Guide to Tradition Prohibited You Can Only Get ICly membership. Contacts Profitable Magician Revised Authorized Sources of Information A profitable guide to
tradition Is Limited to a group of people who believe in your magical Style Debt Competitive Guide to Tradition Allowed You Owe Someone Money Demesne Profitable Guide to Tradition Limited Dreamworld under the control of your magician Destiny Profitable Magician Revised Your Big
Purpose in Tapestry Dream / Hypercram Profitable Magician Revised Opportunity, which you usually do not have the possibility of Dream gives you what the universe that you need, Hypercram gives you what you study Enemies Competitive Guide to Tradition Allowed Someone hates you
and would rather hurt you. Improving The Profitable Guide to Technocracy technocrats only built into devices or genetic enhancements of Glory Profitable Bitter Road Allowed You are well known among a small or large group of Familiar / Companion Profitable Guide to The Tradition of a
Permitted Creature/Robot/Anything that has a special connection to the magician Gremlin Competitive Guide to The Tradition of a Limited Creature/Robot/Anyone Who Doesn't Like Your Magician But Not in a Good Way. The Influence of favorable Magician Revised Pull in worldly
organizations, should be a major part of the background of the Jinx Competitive Guide to Tradition Limited Miracle, but with the challenges of Legend Profitable Guide to Tradition You Are the Reincarnation of Legend (and may act as a limited node) Library of The Profitable Mag Revised
Permitted Collection of Mystical Works by Mentor Profitable Magician Revised. The Ingredient Knot Magician Revised Limited Place of Magical Power Notoriety Adversarial Guide to Tradition Is Allowed You are not very popular in magical circles. Past Life Profitable Guide to Tradition
Allowed You Have Memories of Your Past Life Patron's Profitable Guide to Technocracy Only Your Patron Will Help You, but Will Expect Help in Response Rank Profitable Bitter Road Limited You Have a Rank in Some Sleep Organization Requisition Profitable Guide to Technocrats
Technocrats Only You Can Take Things to Use on Missions Resources Profitable Mage Fixers. Good job. Rival House Competitive Guide to Tradition Banned Piss from local ICly chants. Sanctum/Laboratory Profitable Guide to Tradition Allowed a Safe Place for You to Work Your Magical
Secret Weapon Profitable Guide for Technocrats Technocrats Only You Can Take Experimental Devices for Use on Missions Skeptics Hostile Guide to Tradition Limited You have a group of people following you around who think you are a Fraud Spies Profitable Guide to Technocracy
Limited You Have to the Spy Network Spirit Allies Profitable Dreamspeakers Revised Limited You Have Friends Among the Spirits Throwback Adversarial Guide to Tradition Allowed You to Survive Painful Parts of Your Past Life Totem Profitable Dreamspeakers Revised, Spirt Ways Limited
Your Magician has a totem spirit similar to a total werewolf, perhaps an uncanny Adversarial Guide to tradition don't even try to adopt the Arcane Wards Adversarial Guide to Tradition Allowed there are mundane that you are responsible for taking care of the Wonder/Device Advantageous
Mag Revised Limited Magical Item or Technomantic Merit Device and The Flaws of Merit and Flaws Here to Add depth to your character. You don't really have to take any of them - after all, just because your character doesn't have a Curiosity flaw doesn't mean he can't be naturally
inquisitive; it just means he's not driven by his curiosity. It doesn't overwhelm him. Similarly, you don't need to have flawed Nightmares to have an occasional bad sleep, but a character must have it if he spends night after night in a wakeful, restless horror. I have combined as many merits
and flaws as possible from The Magician's Books, and have listed them here, along with their main pros or shortcomings (as a system reference). More will be added as I get access to more books (i.e. Tradition/Convention Books) This is by no means a complete list of what these merits
and flaws do for the personality of your characters or life - for this level of information, please refer to the books they are taken from. Because of the nature of online gaming, there are certain merits or disadvantages that are limited or even expressly prohibited for one reason or another. If so,
it will be a snub that's in the notes section for merit/flaw below. These reasons can include everything from the difficulty of maintaining such merit/lack online (e.g. weirdness, a flaw that requires constant ST control) to the frankly unnecessary twinkiness of such an add-on (medium, for
example, which will give you -2 to the complexity of all Spirit Magick). Merit/flaws listed as Limited are available for characters whose players give a reasonable or good explanation for this. Those listed as Prohibited are not available to any computer, no matter how you plead. Some merit or
flaws have been slightly altered from their printed version for the sake of realism (e.g. color blindness), game balance (such as masochism), or clarity (such as a lightning calculator) If you find any errors, or find new merit/flaws not listed here, please email me and I will install it directly. Also,
just because merit/flaw is not listed here doesn't mean you can't take - If you find merit or flaws in any White Wolf original album that is suitable for your character, you can submit it and we can discuss allowing it for you, you, I warn now that the Charming Voice came up under Limited, and
Unbondable right there under the Forbidden... Physical Merit and Disadvantages Sharp Feeling (1pt. Merit) -2 diff for all rolls involving the chosen meaning. No.1 success touch Magick involving selected meaning. Mag Revised See also: Sharp feelings Ambidextrous (1 pt. Merit) Can
perform tasks on both sides and do not suffer bone execution. Mag Revised Catlike Balance (1 pt. Merit) -2 diff for all balance-related rolls. Magician Revised Is Newer Than Perfect Balance, but Perfect Balance is still available, for an extra fee. Double (1 pt. Merit) -2 diff on bone rolls
involving body flexibility. The book of Shadows Sharp Feelings (3 pt. Merit) All your senses are incredibly accurate. -2 diff for all sensory dice rolls. Magician Revisited Don't forget that it will make bright, noisy, smelly places very uncomfortable for you... Daredevil (3 pt. Merit) No. 3 dice for all
significantly dangerous roll, ignore one 1 on said roll. Must be a diff 8 challenge with the ability to solve 3 fatal or aggravated damages Magician Revised Limited - Open to SERIOUS abuse. For vulgar rituals, the bonus is only applied at the end of the roll. Huge size (4 pt. Merit) You ARE
LARGE. About 400 pounds. in weight and about 7' high. Most people of this size die in their 30s when their metabolism fails. No.1 IS health level. My character feels pain.com.p. Ignore all the wounds of punishment until he dies. Mag Revised Limited - Combat wombats will not be allowed to
accept this. Addiction (1 to 3 pt. Disadvantage) If denied access to addiction, down the number of bones is equal to the level of flaw (1, 2 or 3) until you get the following fix. If deprived for a certain period of time to take a flaw worth at points like die fines on all rolls of Mag Revised Allergy (1
to 4 pt. Lack) Allergy to a substance whose prevalence and danger affects the value of the flaw. A book of shadows that includes asthma, hay fever, and other similar flaws. No, an allergy to the werewolf's body odor will not be approved. Defective feeling (1 pt. Flaw) One of your senses is
dulled or slightly defective. -2 dice for all rolls involving disturbed feelings. Magician Revised If it is your hearing or vision, you can have help or glasses. Other senses cannot be improved by modern worldly technologies. It's newer than hard to hear or poor vision - take depending on what
you feel applied. Short (1 pt. Flaw) -2 dice for all pursuit rolls. Other height penalties may arise at the discretion of ST. Magician Revised No, you can't take it with a huge ... Disfigured (2 pt. Flaw) You have a hideous strain that makes you ugly and striking, easy to remember. Your
appearance may be no more than 2. The Mag Revised Supercedes version is found in the Book of Shadows. One ear/eye (2 pt. lack) Your character either lacks and ear/eye, or suffers some disability, which makes Useless. No 2 diff for all rolls using the affected feeling. No. 1 diff for depth
of perception for one eye, or No. 1 diff to determine the direction of sound for one ear. Magician Revised Primal Signs (2 pt. Flaw) Either you strongly resemble your Avatar, which is a kind of highly recognizable legend (spirit, God or hero), or you are a descendant of some great infamous
house (Pendragon, Bathory, La Vey, etc. Flaw) No. 2 diff for all rolls involving vision. This is a minor form of blindness, and is not corrected by lenses. The Magician May Not Take Sharp Vision. This is not denied by the Vision bonus from Acute Senses. A version of Supercedes is found in
the Book of Shadows. Deformation (3 pt. Flaw) You have a deformed limb, hunched back, etc. No 2 diff for all bone rolls featuring your appearance. No 2 diff for all the agility rolls that are related to your warp. Book of Shadows Give the cause of your deformation. Degeneration (3, 6, or 9 pt.
Flaw) Your character is constantly dying. in 3F, it has no natural healing ability. At 6F it starts to deteriorate at the set rate. At 9F, all wounds from deterioration worsen. Magician Revised You Should Own a Magician Revised, where this flaw is properly detailed. You must provide a suitable
explanation for this flaw. Reduced attributes (Variable) lose 1 point in the attribute. Get 3 free points in exchange. Magician Revised You Can Take It More Than Once, With Good Cause. You have to role-deficit. Lame (3 pt. Flaw) Your legs are either damaged or otherwise disabled. -2
bones for all rolls related to movement. Don't run. The Book of Shadows Give Reason. Can't accept a double co-merit. Monstrous (3 pt. Flaw) Appearance 0. Magician Revised Don't Expect to Pull a Girl With This. Permanent wound (3 pt. Flaw) You have a wound that never heals. Magician
Revised details, details, details... Slow Healing (3 pt. Flaw) Your natural healing rate is twice as slow as all elses. Life Magick heals half the damage it needs (rounded). Mag Revised Deaf (4 pt. Flaw) Automatically fails any rolls that are associated with hearing. No 3 diff for most vigilante
rolls. Magician Revised may not take hard to hear, sharp hearing, or any hearing bonus from acute feelings. Mute (4 pt. Flaw) You can't talk. Book of Aging Shadows (5 pt. Flaw) You're getting old. Lower one physical attribute is 1 point for every 10 years for 40, or once for each age bracket
under the age of 15. Magician Revised I won't force people over 40 to accept this, but I will as soon as you reach 60. Aging affects different people in different ways. Similar If you want to affect your mental attribures, just say so :) Blind (6 pt. Flaw) Automatically fails any rolls that are
associated with vision and vision. No 3 diff to alertness if vision is thoroughly unnecessary. No 2 diff to Dexterity-related rolls. Magician Can't Take Poor Vision, Acute Vision, Vision, any look is a bonus from the sharp feelings. A version of the supersede in the Book of Shadows. Mayfly
Curse (5 or 10 pt. Flaw) You age far, too fast. Magician Revised If you take a 10pt version, you'll be dead for a year, so think carefully whether you really want it. Paralysis (6 pt. Flaw) You can barely move unaided. Magician Revised Uh. If you really want this one, be my guest! Terrifying (7
pt. Flaw) Something about your looks inspires horror like a man-beast for werewolves or raw circuitry and hit mark wires. You can't use social traits other than bullying. Bitter road social merit and flaws unobtrusive (1 pt. Merit) Anyone who tries to remember you have to make a perception
roll (against 6) to remember your features or name. No 2 diff in any social roll you make. Guide to The Technocracy License on... (1 to 5 pt. Merit) With some means, you have a legal permission to do certain things. A guide to Technocracy BANNED - There is a background that covers this.
Trust (2 pt. Merit) You represent an untouchable air of superiority that makes others relentlessly understand what you are responding to. -2 to all your social difficulties. No 2 to the complexity of any social attempt to mislead or intimidate you. The guide to Technocracy Officially Dead (2 pt.
Merit) You are, well, officially dead as far as government, family, friends, and so on. Technocracy Poker Face Guide (2 pt. Merit) You're completely unflappable on the outside. No one knows what you think or how you feel. Sometimes it can be bad. A guide to the Tradition of the
Technocracy Herald (2 pt. Merit) You are recognized as a Herald of Tradition, and granted safe passage in all chantries and knots, as well as receiving hosiptality from other magicians of tradition. Bitter Road Is Limited - Not many Heralds are there. Also, this hospitality and safe passage
won't last if you abuse it. Merit) All random deceptions automatically succeed. -2 diff for any roll that involves fooling someone about something important. Fools all worldly methods of detecting lies, but will not deceive Magick, Discipline, Gifts, etc. Guide to Technocracy Limited - You need
to be damn good at manipulating Subterfuge too, you know... Ties (3 pt. Merit) Non-permanent connections with people. Guide to Technocracy Please contact GttT for more information. Founder of the faction (4 pt. Merit) You broke with your tradition and founded your own faction. 1 to
social rolls in your faction Bitter Road Master Red Ribbon (4 pt. Merit) -2 diff for all rolls that include purchasing equipment, assistance or favors through bureucracy (which the character should be a part of). by technocracy you have to work to preserve this merit. Excessive use without
provision in return will lead to its cancellation. True Love (4 pt. Merit) No. 1 automatic success on all rolls of willpower that can negated only by the unfortunate die. . The Magician Revised Your True Love Should Be DETAILED. I don't have GF, I lik it a lot.. Mistaken Identity (1 pt. Flaw) You
look like someone else, whether it's a modern day or a hero of a legend. Magician Revised Rock Apprentice (1 pt. Flaw) You left the tradition during your apprenticeship and they are not happy. No 2 diff in social rolls with this former tradition. Dedicated child art (1-3 pt. Flaw) You are legally
a child during your awakening. You can't get into most pubs, even with an adult, and you can't enter nightclubs. Point value - how young your magician is (1 pt. 16-18, 2 pts. 10-15, 3 pts. 7-9.) Mag Revised Limited: The background should ROCK MY WORLD before I let it. 3 pt. verision also
have to take the disadvantage: Short. Dark Mystery (1 pt. Flaw) You have some kind of secret which, if discovered, will have a huge embarrassment for you and will make you an outlier in the local magician community. Magician Revised Dark Secrets dark DARK. I don't have a tattoo that
my parents don't like. We say I love Widderslainte level. Shy (1 pt. Flaw) No. 2 diff for social relationships with strangers. No 3 diff for any social situation in which you are in the spotlight. Shy characters may take longer to get involved. Mag Revised Technobabbler (1 pt. Flaw) No. 1 or No. 2
diff for some social rolls (primarily when trying to discuss a normal, i.e. not technical, subject). Guide to Technocracy Bigot (2 pt. Flaw) You hate them, whether it's black, gay, disabled, cyborgs, whatever. The Technocracy Guide does not tolerate this kind of erroneous attitude. Mask it or
prepare for ... convinced to think otherwise. Build (2 pt. Flaw) You are an artificial design and you feel like a second class citizen because of it. Not all designs should accept this... only those who feel diminished by it. Guide to Technocracy Disfigured (2 pt. Flaw) You have a hideous strain
that makes you ugly and striking, easy to remember. Your appearance may be no more than 2. Magician Revised Ice (2 pt. Flaw) You show no reaction to anything. For the Union, people as soulless as you are a burden. You won't be a popular guide to technocracy. Pink mirrored shades (2
pt. Flaw) Technology is be-all and end-everything. This will cure all the ills of the world, and make everything better. Your faith in this is absolutely unwavering. If you ever come across a terrible situation that technology can't solve, you are in for an unpleasant shock. Guide to Technocracy
Test Member (4 pt. Flaw) You recently (re?) joined your sect, and do not fully trust, a recent defector in Technocracy, a former exile, or some other kind of person. Magician Revised Don't Expect Everyone to Try to Be Your Friend... Or at least be careful with them if they do... Witch Hunt (4
pt. Flaw) For some reason, the mortal hunter after you, and and Stop until you're dead... Mag Revised Mental Dignity and Disadvantages Ability Ability (1 pt. Merit) -2 diff for all rolls involving selected ability. Maybe he didn't choose the abilities for combat abilities. Mag Revised Common
Sense (1 pt. Merit) Can ask ST for advice on everyday things. Book Shadows Limited - High Service Concentration (1pt. Merit) Dice Pool fines due to distraction or bad circumstances are limited to two bones. The book of ST shadows can make other manuals (for example, denying the
complexity of modifiers due to a broken leg) under certain circumstances, on your own. Light Sleeper (1 to 3 pt. Merit) For 1pt you only need 4 hours of sleep at night. For 2pts you only need two. For 3pts you never need to sleep. Mag Revised You Need a Reason for This (or Take It With
Amnesia (Heh Heh Heh). Lightning Calculator (1 pt. Merit) -2 diff when dealing with numbers. You go beserk and ignore all the wounds of punishment while furious, and lose the ability to distinguish between one and the enemy. WP roll against diff 6 to end the fury. Magician Revised Well
you'll get a lot of friends if you start killing your Cabal-comrades... NOT Code of Honor (2 pt. Merit) No. 2 dice to resist mental control that violates your code. The code should be clearly described in the character view. Magician Revised Driven (2 pt. Merit) You are one of the few magicians
with spiritual resilience to endure the punishment of being heaped upon tradition in these end times. Once a week, when the survival of your character's Tradition is at stake, you get an extra free point of temporary willpower to spend on any one roll in defense of your magician's tradition.
Blood Betrayal Limited - It is difficult to track Eidetic Memory (2 pt. Merit) Your memory is perfect. In extreme situations, the Per'Alertness roll (against 6) allows you to memorize quickly. The Mag Revised Iron will be (3 pt. Merit) No. 3 dice to resist any attempts at mental (non-emotional)
control. Can resist To dominate the cost of 1 WP. Mag Revised Limited - requires mines WP 7, and must be clearly explained. Anachronism (1 to 3 pt. Flaw) Your magician was raised at another time. 1 pt: 1900-1990 or 2010-2100. 2 pt: 18th, 19th, 22nd or 23rd century. 3 pt: Until the 18th
century A Guide to Tradition; Bitter Road Limited - Requires Killer Von Deep Sleeper (1 pt. Flaw) No.2 difficulty on the rolls to wake up suddenly, and No.1 for all the rolls for the rest of the scene due to pale-eyed mental fusty. Magician Revised (1 pt. Flaw) No.2 difficulty on rolls related to
one ability in which you have at least one point. Magician Revised Nightmares (1 pt. Flaw) Hidden dreams. Make a WP roll every day, or take -1 to die difficulty on rolls during the day. Magician Revised Lunatic (1 to 4 pt. Flaw) Disadvantage) don't believe in Magick (if you're a magician of
tradition), or in enlightened science (if technocrat). Mag Revised Limited - also please don't take this flaw without consulting Mag Revised. Soft-Hearted (1 pt. Flaw) You hate to watch others suffer. Roll WP against 8 or avoid any situation within the framework of the volving causing physical
or emotional pain. Mag Revised Speech Defect (1 pt. Flaw) You stutter, whisper speech, have a Tourette's, or something like that. Must have been RP'd out; -2 fine for all verbal communication rolls. Mag Revised Amnesia (2 pt. Flaw) can take another 5 points from the flaws without stating
that flaws. You don't know about your past, friends, family, enemies, etc. Mag Revised ST will use this against you. Only for role-playing players who like to live dangerously. Insane (2 pt. Flaw) You are constantly insane. Mag Revised Work is with ST in front of hand. Phobia (2 pt. Flaw) You
have a painful fear of something. Make a WP roll whenever faced with it; otherwise, you panic and run. No 2 diff for all rolls if forced to stand on the ground. Magician Revised Don't Expect to Fear African Wombats. However, the fear of butterflies is now allowed. Short fuse (2 pt. lack) You
quickly anger. Make WP roll against 6 not go on the offensive. Mag Revised cannot be taken with Berserker Merit Territorial (2 pt. Flaw) You are extremely protective of your Chantry/home sanctuary, and everything else that is yours. You will be guarded with them, taking additional security
measures and the like. If your belongings are violated (in violation, stolen, etc.), hold a WP or fly in the mood for retribution. Bitter Road Vengeful (2 pt. Flaw) Someone you off and you want payback. Must spend WP every turn so as not to sow revenge when the opportunity presents itself.
Mag Revised Ability Deficit (5 pt. Flaw) You have five fewer points to spend in one category of abilities (Talents, Skills, or Knowledge). No ability in this category can be more than 3, even after a freebie, to create the character Of The Magician's Revised Protean Psyche (7 pt. Merit) Being in
various bodies (including life shapechanging forms, digital web icons, body snatch, so on) is completely natural to you. Bitter Road Supernatural Merit and Flawed Claws / Fangs / Horn / Hoof / Prickly Tail (Variable Pt. Merit) You have a form of natural weapons that makes deadly damage
Guide to Tradition Limited - You should have a guide to the traditions for this; It's Complex Supernatural: Invulnerability (Variable Pt. Merit) You are invulnerable to certain forms of damage BANNED - Words can not de-SCRIBE, as is forbidden is a conditional magician (1 to 6 pt. Merit or
disadvantage) The thing in the world is the scourge/boon to your magic. Provided that you have no/- 3 difficulties with Arete rolls. Magician Revised You must have access to the book to accept this. Green Finger (1 pt. Merit) You are very good with plants. Plants. among Verbena. Mag
Revised Hollow Soul (1pt. Merit) Despite being part of the tradition, you don't have a specialty sphere, and learn realms like orphan or hollow one, XP-wise. Dedicated To Art Parlor Trick (1 pt. Merit) You can do one small, beautiful or useful trick on your work. Mag Revised will not add to the
battle rolls Bypass Avatar (2 pt. Merit) Your Avatar is exceptionally thin; Your subconscious in most Mag Revised Medium (2 pt. Merit) Can sense and communicate with Wraiths. Mag Revised Pushy Avatar (2 pt. Merit) Your Avatar does not allow you to give up. In search, you can roll one
unfortunate roll of any kind. Dedicated to the art of Unaging (2 pt. Merit) For whatever reason, you don't age. Mag Revised Explanation is expected as to why Oracular Ability (3 pt. Merit) With ST present, you can make perception and occult roll to discern the omen, the intelligence and the
occult to understand it. Only for use in the presence of ST at their request (not yours). Mag Revised Heavenly Affinity (3 pt. Merit) Your magician has an exceptional instinct when it comes to dealing with high Umbrood and angels (or demons). No 2 for all rolls to summon, force, etc. with
such creatures. Blood Betrayal Cyclical Magic (3 pt. Merit) Your magic is tied to some regular and repetitive cycle. Your difficulties for magic fluctuate with the cycle, up to the maximum q/- 3. Mag Revised Limited - Must be CLEARLY explained which cycle and why. The Avatar Manifesto (3
pt. Merit) your Avatar is revealed to you (but no one else if the Allies have not bought). Mag Revised BANNED - Logistics issues. Natural Canal (3 pt. Merit) -1 difficulty to cross the glove; can pass if Gauntlet is weak enough w/o magic. Magician Revised Stormwarder (3 or 5 pt. Merit) You
do not take any damage crossing the glove. For 5 items, you cam to protect everything you touch (including through correspondence). Magician Revised Unbondable (3 pt. Merit) You Can't Be Blood-Related Vampires. Magician Revised Limited - Gimme DAMN is a good reason. Must be
approved vampire ST, too Fae blood (3 pt. Merit) your computer kinain. Magician Revised BANNED- At the moment, we don't have a changeling game. Lucky (3 pt. Merit) 3 times a week, you can re-roll failed or fail to roll. Mag Revised Resitricted - Logistically hard to track. Shapechanger
Kin (4 pt. Merit) Your computer is a relative of the Shapeshifter breed. Mag Revised Limited - Requires the approval of Shifter ST as well. Twin Souls (4 pt. Merit) You have a kind of twin, with the avatar itself in both of you. You get information based on what areas you have; Is a soul mate



dying, roll WP vs. 8 Enter the shock. Mag Revised Cross-Learning (5 pt. Merit) You learned a little from every mentor you had. One of your spheres can be used by the standard Foci of another Tradition. Dedicated to the Art of The Goole (5 pt. Merit) You are a ghoul vampire. You get a
point in Potens and another discipline discipline your domitor, and get 1 point each from static and entropical resonance. Searching becomes difficult. Magician Revised Limited - Requires approval from Magician and Vampire ST, and DAMN is a good story. Inner Knight (5 pt. Merit) You
have a past life... You have reincarnated the Avatar Daedalean. The various benefits of the Technocracy BANNED Guide - overpowered and have the potential for abuse. Legendary attribute (5 pt. Merit) One attribute has the potential to go to six. Points still need to be spent to get the
attribute up to six. Mag Revised Limited - The Potential to Abuse Shattered Avatar (5 pt. Merit) Your Avatar crashed to pieces. You have a splinter; You can find others and increase your Avatar rating after creating a character. The Mag Revised cricumstances for this should be detailed (and
preferably designed in advance). The sphere of natural (5 pt. Merit) You can use one sphere more easily than the other. The cost of XP is 3/4 of the normal cost. The Mag Revised Avatar Companion (7 pt. Merit) Your Avatar has a smaller Avatar connected to it, meaning you have a
companion. . Mag Revised Limited Mixed Techniques (7 pt. Merit) You are a true orphan, and can learn from any tradition. Dedicated to the Art of Double Tradition (7 pt. Merit) You have been formed by two traditions, giving you both spheres as Special Spheres for XP purposes. Foci can
be used from any Tradition list. Magician Revised Nephilim (7 pt. Merit) You are a child of an angel/demon and a man. Blood betrayal BANNED - does not work with the demon. At all. True Faith (7 pt. Merit) You have true faith. Mag Revised BANNED - Abuse Central is here. Bard language
(1 pt. Flaw) At ST's discretion, you will tell some uncomfortable truth about the current situation. Spend WP and take 1 Bashing damage to not say. Magician Revised Devil's Sign (1 pt. Flaw) You have a Witch nipple as a result of a demonic acquaintance or the like. Unsightly. Magician
Revised Echo (1 to 5 pt. Flaw) You exhibit some of the traditional stereotypes of witches. The value depends on the severity. Magician Revised Geasa (1 to 5 pt. Flaw) You have a ban on magic somehow. Magician Revised must own the Magician Revised Book to take this flaw. It's
complicated-ish. No shadow/reflection (1 pt. flaw) Choose your shadow or your reflection. You don't have one. A guide to the tradition of distorted image (1 pt. Flaw) Your image doesn't look or act like you, including all audio-visual equpment and talented rendition artists. Bitter road
vulnerability (1 to 7 pt. Lack) You are vulnerable to a particular substance, element or power, take 1 Agg or 3 Agg into a limited contact turn - You must have a guide to traditions for this one; it's a complex crucial component 2 to 5 pt. Flaw) There is some raw non-gradiant you need to work
your magic other than the magic itself; metrial compnent befoes Foci. The magician revised faust's burden (3 to 6 pt. pt. You owe Umbruda. Big. The more points to the worst debt. Blood Betrayal Details, Details, Details... Nephandic Taint (3 pt. Flaw) Somewhere in your training, you
accidentally trained with Nephandi. You're not Nephandy, but you're wearing a non-Caspian stain in your Resonance. Intitiates the art of fresh meat (4 pt. Flaw) You recently woke up and another (non-mag) supernatural loves you. A lot. good little pawn... Intitiates art BANNED - Problematic
in our environment Beast within (5 pt. Flaw) Your beast woke up one way or another. 1 additional dynamic resonance point; In stressful situations, roll Dynamic Resonance vs. 6. Success means that you fly into the fury of the berserk. A guide to the tradition of Dark Destiny (5 pt. Flaw) You
are, as, doomed, dude. BANNED: WOD-NYC has enough angst at the moment. Sphere Inept (5 pt. Flaw) You can use one sphere easier than the other. The cost of XP is 5/4 of the normal cost. Magician Revised Bedeviled (6 pt. Flaw) Your Life Really... Really... Sucks. Someone's
watching you and ruining your life. It's not going well. ALL Guide to The Tradition of Phylactery (7 pt. Flaw) Your Avatar exists inside a physical object and you need to be in physical contact with it in order to work magic. Mag Revised Limited - Work it with ST in front of hand. Being intimately
familiar with the disadvantage is necessary. Akasic Brotherhood of Merit and The Flaws of Akasic Awareness (1 to 5 pt. Merit) You have a deeper understanding of the Akasic record than usual. You get the dice equal to your rating in this merit, with each success (difficulty 6) reducing the
complexity of the magic Akashic Mind by 1 (maximum -3). A failed attempt makes you trapped in Akasic's record. Akasic Brotherhood Revised Folk Hero (3 pt. Merit) People in your community love you; You stood up for them. -2 to social rolls within this community and you can always rely
on them. Akasic Brotherhood Revised Voice of Drakhma (4 or 6 pt. Merit) You speak with more wisdom than you possess. You are 1 pt. or 3 pt. Mentor of the Akashiks; more can be added through the freebie, one per point. Akashic Brotherhood Revised Limited - Being a mentor is a
serious business judge Wisdom (4 pt. Merit) You do not shake emotions. Immunity to all the effects of the mind that work emotions, presence, and the like. Can't take the iron will as well. Akasic Brotherhood Revised Limited - Gimme is a good cause of Ontological Pacifist (3 or 5 pt. Lack)
You are a pacifist. For 3 points, non-self-violence makes you lose all the benefits of Foci. For 5 points, .any violence at all makes you lose all the benefits of the Foci Akashic Brotherhood Revised Heavenly Chorus of Merit and Disadvantages (5 point of social merit) You are a member of
several factions of the choir. You get both sets of specialty spheres, and both sets of commitments. Heavenly Chorus Revised Techgnosi (2 or 6 dot social merit) Smaller version version You use Son of Ether and Virtual Adept foci as long as there is a mystical component to them. The great
version gives you both prime and either matter or correspondence as your specialty spheres. Heavenly Chorus Revised Discordant (1 or 3 points Supernatural Flaw) You suffer punishments trying to work magic with others. The smaller gives you a one-point penalty, the bigger the 3 penalty
points, and you have to spend the willpower of the point to try. Heavenly Chorus Revised Dogmatic (2 points Social flaw) You are so religious that you can not put up with other denominations. Heavenly Chorus Revised Cult Ecstacy Merit and Hypersensitivity Deficiencies (3 pt. Merit) You
can perform any hearths related to taste, touch, or similar sensations without going all the way. Per'Alert can tell you extreme details about things. Cult Ecstacy Revised Resonant Passions (3 pt. Merit) Choose a resonant trait. -2 difficulty for this resonance, unlike the usual -1. Cult Ecstacy
Revised Vice Grip (2 pt. Flaw) One of your Foci specialty is a vice so serious you can't perform magic without it. Only when you are on -2 because of intoxication can you do magic. Cult Ecstacy Revised Dead Passions (4 pt. Flaw) Choose from nine sacred passions. You've had scars there
and can't perform magic by experiencing this passion in any way w/o WP spending. Cult Ecstacy Revised Euthanatos Merit and The Flaws of The Sorrowable Chant (3 point social merit) You are good at helping people cope with death. -2 difficulties on all social rolls when you are trying to
help someone cope with death. Euthanatos Revised Deathwalker (4 point Supernatural Merit) You can use Spirit 3 to enter the underworld. This bypasses Avatar Storm, although the Underworld has its own risks. Euthanatos Revised business card (2 point Mental/Supernatural Flaw)
Wherever you go, there are traces that you left behind. This cancels Arcane. Euthanatos Revised Touch of Chaos (1 point Supernatural Flaw) When you're around, crazy things happen. It is a sign of entropy and negative as plants die when you are near them. Euthanatos Revised Order of
Hermes of Merit and the shortcomings of the non-healing pedigree (1 pt. Flaw) You are from a minor home in Ex Miscellania with little attention. No 2 diff in social rolls against all Hermetics big houses when trying to impress or be taken seriously. Blood Betrayal Renunciate (1 pt. Flaw) You
were indoctrinated because of, and looked down because of it. No 2 difficulties for social rolls deal with the traditionalist home. Blood betrayal of the blood of a hungry soul (2 to 5 pt. Flaw) One of your previous incarnations was a ghoul and you were born addicted who woke up with you. Roll
WP vs. 6 (2 pt), 8 (3 pt), or 10 (5 pt) to avoid gripping at the ability to soak up Kindred vitae blood Treachery Massassa Contact (3 pt. Flaw) You have massassa (vampire) contact, and will to end friendship.   In order to be useful, it has to be an ally (background) and, otherwise, it's just a bad
secret. Bloody Sons of Ether Merit and Flaws of Scientific Mysticism (3 pt. Merit) As long as you can put it into your paradigm, you can use standard hearths from another (mystical) tradition for one sphere. Sons of Ether Revised Mad Science (2 pt. Merit) You risked your mental stability at
the cost of unique ideas.  -1 diff ate, awareness, cosmology, riddles, occultism, science and technique rolls when under the influence of a quiet or active disorder. Sons of Ether Revised should accept a deranged flaw as well. Discredited (1 pt. Flaw) Your name has been dragged through
the mud out of bad theory.  No 2 for all social and reference rolls involving the scientific community. Sons of Ether Revised Verbena Merit and The Flaws of Long Life (1 pt Merit) You are going to live a long time naturally, perhaps even more than 200 years. Verbena Revised Honored
Lineage (2 pt Merit) You get bonuses for social rolls featuring people who respect the line, but much is expected of you. Verbena Revised Cloak of the Year (3 pt Merit) You are magically protected from the environment Verbena Revised Natural Shapeshifter (3 pt merit) You will never lose
yourself in a new form, and the complexity of the effects that change your shape 2 less Verbena Revised Touch of Life (3 PT Merit) You heal as if one level of health is less injured, like those in your care. However, vampires get double blood points from you Verbena Revised Witch in Bath
(3 to 5 pt Flaw) iron bad for you.  3 pt.: Your enemies get counter-magical bones or you take bashing damage.  4pt. Both above or doing fatal damage 5 pt. Countermagic and does the fatal damage verbena Revised By law three (5 pt Flaw) If you harm someone, you get three times as
much harm back. Using magic to harm someone is always vulgar with witnesses for you. Verbena Revised Virtual Adept Merit and Flaws Well Connected (3 pt. Merit) Your name is known throughout the virtual space and you can count on help from others online, Sleeping and Awakening.
Virtual Adepts Revised are prone to quiet (4 to 5 pt. Flaw) You are more prone to quiet them most others for one of different reasons.  ST can impose a Silent Roll (Int'Enigmas) on you during stress, diff 6 to 4 pt., diff 7 to 5 pt. Virtual Adepts Revised on the Next Page Page
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